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ON THE GAUDIN MODEL OF TYPE G2
KANG LU AND E. MUKHIN
ABSTRACT. We derive a number of results related to the Gaudin model associated to the simple
Lie algebra of type G2.
We compute explicit formulas for solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations associated to the
tensor product of an arbitrary finite-dimensional irreducible module and the vector representation.
We use this result to show that the Bethe ansatz is complete in any tensor product where all but
one factor are vector representations and the evaluation parameters are generic.
We show that the points of the spectrum of the Gaudin model in type G2 are in a bijective
correspondence with self-self-dual spaces of polynomials. We study the set of all self-self-dual
spaces – the self-self-dual Grassmannian. We establish a stratification of the self-self-dual Grass-
mannian with the strata labeled by unordered sets of dominant integral weights and unordered sets
of nonnegative integers, satisfying certain explicit conditions. We describe closures of the strata
in terms of representation theory.
Keywords: G2, higher Gaudin Hamiltonians, Bethe ansatz, self-self-dual spaces of polynomials,
stratification.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last several decades the Gaudin models were a subject of numerous studies. While some
papers deal with general situation, see for example [FFRe, F, R, V1, V2], the most complete
results are obtained in type A. One reason is that the underlying geometry is given by osculating
Schubert calculus which is well understood, see [MTV1, MTV2]. The types B and C are the
next best studied cases, and it is known that the cases of types D, E, and F are the most difficult
ones where new methods are needed.
In this paper we study the Gaudin model in type G2 where one can use the approach similar
to types A, B, C. We get help from recent papers [MRR], where the explicit formulas for higher
Gaudin Hamiltonians of type G2 are described, and [R], where eigenvalues of the algebra of
higher Gaudin Hamiltonians (we call it Bethe algebra) are identified with opers. Our work also
builds on ideas of [BM], where the self-self-dual spaces are defined and studied, and of [LMV2],
which describes the stratification of the Grassmannians in types A, B, C.
Let us describe our results in more detail. Let g be the Lie algebra of type G2. First, we use
[MRR] to describe explicitly the Bethe algebra B – the remarkable commutative subalgebra of
the enveloping algebra U(g[t]) of the current algebra of g, see Section 3.1. The Bethe algebra B
commutes with g. The objective of the Gaudin model is to study the common eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of B acting on g[t]-modules.
We define the universal differential operator DB, the monic differential operator of order 7
whose coefficients are power series with coefficients in B, see Section 3.2. If v is an eigenvector
of B in some g[t]-module V then replacing the coefficients of the universal differential operator
with the corresponding eigenvalues we obtain a scalar differential operator Dv with rational
coefficients. One of our main results is that if V is a finite-dimensional irreducible g[t]-module
then there exists a unique monic polynomial f depending on V such that f · (KerDv) is a
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self-self-dual space of polynomials with singularities and exponents explicitly determined by
V . Moreover this determines a bijection between joint eigenvalues of B on finite-dimensional
irreducible g[t]-modules and self-self-dual spaces of polynomials, see Theorem 5.8.
The self-self-dual spaces of polynomials are 7-dimensional spaces of polynomials with a re-
markable set of symmetries, see Section 5.3. These spaces were introduced and studied in [BM].
We call the set of all self-self-dual spaces of polynomials the self-self-dual Grassmannian and
denote it by SGrd where d− 1 is the maximal allowed degree of the polynomials. The set SGrd
is an algebraic set of dimension d−7. Using the bijection above we are able to describe a stratifi-
cation of SGrd where the strata and the closures of the strata are described by the representation
theory of g, see Theorems 5.13, 5.15. Each stratum is a ramified covering of (CP1)
n without
diagonals with an appropriate n, quotient by the free action of an appropriate symmetric group,
see Proposition 5.11.
The technical part of the paper is the Bethe ansatz method for finding eigenvectors of B. While
in general this method does not provide the full set of eigenvectors, we show that it does in the
case when V =
⊗n
s=1 Vω2(zs) for generic values of z1, z2, . . . , zn, see Theorem 4.10. Here
Vω2 is the 7-dimensional irreducible g-module and Vω2(z) is the corresponding evaluation g[t]-
module with evaluation parameter z ∈ C. We reduce this statement to the case Vλ(z1)⊗Vω2(z2),
as in [MV3]. In this case we compute the solutions of the Bethe ansatz equations explicitly.
The technique for this computation was developed in [LMV1] and the answer is described in
Appendix A. It turns out that in conjunction with [R] this is sufficient to establish the bijection
between the B-eigenvalues and self-self-dual spaces of polynomials.
It is expected that the spectrum of the Gaudin model is simple, meaning that each B-eigenvalue
corresponds to a unique (up to g action) B-eigenvector. Then our bijection can be interpreted as
a resolution of singularities in the Bethe ansatz method.
The paper is constructed as follows. We set up our notation for the Lie algebra of type G2 in
Section 2 and proceed to define the Bethe subalgebra B in Section 3. We obtain our results on
the Bethe ansatz in Section 4. The self-self-dual spaces of polynomials and the stratification of
SGrd are studied in Section 5. Section 6 establishes the connection of self-self-dual spaces to
the opers which is used in the proofs. We give explicit formulas for solutions of the Bethe ansatz
equation in Appendix A and an example of our stratification of SGr11 in Appendix B.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by a grant from the Simons Founda-
tion #353831. KL was partially supported by Zhejiang Province Science Foundation, grant No.
LY14A010018.
2. THE LIE ALGEBRA OF TYPE G2
For any Lie algebra g, we denote by U(g) the universal enveloping algebra of g.
2.1. Simple Lie algebra of type G2. Let g be the simple Lie algebra of type G2 over C with the
Cartan matrix A = (ai,j)
2
i,j=1,
A =
(
2 −1
−3 2
)
.
Note that dim g = 14. Let D = diag(d1, d2) = diag(3, 1), then B = DA is symmetric.
Let h ⊂ g be the Cartan subalgebra and let g = n− ⊕ h ⊕ n+ be the Cartan decomposition.
Let α1 ∈ h∗ be the long root and α2 ∈ h∗ the short root. Let αˇ1, αˇ2 ∈ h be the corresponding
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coroots. The set of positive roots is
α1, α2, α1 + α2, α1 + 2α2, α1 + 3α2, 2α1 + 3α2.
Let e1, e2, αˇ1, αˇ2, f1, f2 be the Chevalley generators of g.
Fix a nondegenerate invariant bilinear form ( , ) on g such that (αˇi, αˇj) = ai,j/dj . Define the
corresponding invariant bilinear form on h∗ such that (αi, αj) = diai,j . Specifically, we have
(α1, α1) = 6, (α1, α2) = −3, (α2, α2) = 2.
We have 〈λ, αˇi〉 = 2(λ, αi)/(αi, αi) for λ ∈ h∗. In particular, 〈αj , αˇi〉 = ai,j . Let ω1, ω2 ∈ h∗ be
the fundamental weights, 〈ωj, αˇi〉 = δi,j .
Let P = {λ ∈ h∗|〈λ, αˇi〉 ∈ Z, i = 1, 2} and P+ = {λ ∈ h∗|〈λ, αˇi〉 ∈ Z>0, i = 1, 2} be the
weight lattice and the cone of dominant integral weights.
Let ρ = 3α1 + 5α2 ∈ h∗, then 〈ρ, αˇi〉 = 1, i = 1, 2. We have (ρ, αi) = (αi, αi)/2.
For λ ∈ h∗, let Vλ be the irreducible g-module with highest weight λ. We denote 〈λ, αˇi〉 by λi
and sometimes write (λ1, λ2) for λ and V(λ1,λ2) for Vλ.
The Weyl groupW ⊂ Aut(h∗) is generated by the simple reflections s1, s2,
si(λ) = λ− 〈λ, αˇi〉αi, λ ∈ h∗.
The Weyl group of type G2 is isomorphic to the dihedral group D6, in particular, |W | = 12. We
use the notation
σ · λ = σ(λ+ ρ)− ρ, σ ∈ W, λ ∈ h∗,
for the shifted action of the Weyl group.
The coproduct∆ : U(g)→ U(g)⊗U(g) is defined to be the homomorphism of algebras such
that ∆x = 1 ⊗ x + x⊗ 1, for all x ∈ g. Let (xi)14i=1 be an orthonormal basis with respect to the
bilinear form ( , ) on g. Let Ω =
∑14
i=1 xi ⊗ xi ∈ g⊗ g ⊂ U(g)⊗U(g) be the Casimir operator.
The operator Ω is independent of the choice of the orthonormal basis (xi)
14
i=1.
LetM be a g-module. Let (M)sing = {v ∈ M | n+v = 0} be the subspace of singular vectors
inM . For µ ∈ h∗ let (M)µ = {v ∈ M | hv = 〈µ, h〉v, for all h ∈ h} be the subspace ofM of
vectors of weight µ. Let (M)singµ = (M)
sing ∩ (M)µ be the subspace of singular vectors inM of
weight µ.
Given a g-moduleM , denote by (M)g the subspace of g-invariants inM . The subspace (M)g
is the multiplicity space of the trivial g-module inM . It is well known that dim(Vλ⊗Vµ)g = δλ,µ
for any g-weights λ and µ.
2.2. The matrix G. We define a 7 × 7 matrix G whose entries are in g in a standard way.
Consider Vω2 , the second fundamental representation of g. We have dimVω2 = 7. Let
pi : g→ End(Vω2).
This representation is faithful, that is it defines an embedding pi : g→ gl7.
The nondegenerate invariant bilinear form ( , ) on g is explicitly given by
(x1, x2) =
1
6
tr (pi(x1)pi(x2)), x1, x2 ∈ g.
We choose a basis {vi}7i=1 of Vω2 such that v1 is a highest weight vector, v2 = f2v1, v3 = f1v2,√
2v4 = f2v3,
√
2v5 = f2v4, v6 = f1v5, v7 = f2v6. That allows us to regard elements of g as
7× 7 matrices.
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Let eij ∈ End(C7) denote the standard matrix units with respect to the basis {vi}7i=1. For
example, we have f1 = e32 + e65, e2 = e12 +
√
2e34 +
√
2e45 + e67.
Introduce the form on C7 by (vi, vj) = (−1)i+1δi,8−j . Set Fij = eij − (−1)i+je8−j,8−i, 1 6
i, j 6 7. The special orthogonal algebra so7 corresponding to the form ( , ) is spanned by Fij .
Clearly, we have pi(g) ⊂ so7.
Let
G = (pi ⊗ id)(Ω) =
14∑
i=1
pi(xi)⊗ xi =
7∑
i,j=1
eji ⊗Gij ∈ End(C7)⊗ U(g).
We use the embedding pi to describe Gij explicitly. For i, j ∈ {2, 3, 7} with i 6= j we have
Gij = 3Fij . Next,
G22 = 2F22 − F33 − F77, G33 = 2F33 − F22 − F77, G77 = 2F77 − F22 − F33.
Furthermore,
G24 = 2F24 −
√
2F13, G34 = 2F34 +
√
2F67, G74 = 2F74 −
√
2F52,
G42 = 2F42 −
√
2F31, G43 = 2F43 +
√
2F76, G47 = 2F47 −
√
2F25,
and
G24 = −
√
2G13, G34 =
√
2G67, G74 = −
√
2G52,
G42 = −
√
2G31, G43 =
√
2G76, G47 = −
√
2G25.
The remaining entries of the matrix G are determined by Gij + (−1)i+jG8−j,8−i = 0.
Note that our conventions are different from [MRR] since we use a different basis for Vω2 , our
matrixG and the corresponding matrix in [MRR] are conjugates by an explicit transition matrix.
The elements G22, G33 and Gij , i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4, 7}, where i 6= j, form a basis of g.
Finally, the Casimir operatorΩ is computed via matrixG as follows. LetG1, G2 ∈ End(C7)⊗
U(g)⊗ U(g) be defined by G1 =
∑7
i,j=1 eij ⊗Gji ⊗ 1 and G2 =
∑7
i,j=1 eij ⊗ 1⊗Gji. Then
Ω =
1
6
tr (G1G2). (2.1)
2.3. Current algebra g[t]. Let g[t] = g⊗C[t] be the Lie algebra of g-valued polynomials with
the pointwise commutator. We call it the current algebra of g. We identify the Lie algebra g with
the subalgebra g ⊗ 1 of constant polynomials in g[t]. Hence, any g[t]-module has the canonical
structure of a g-module.
It is convenient to collect elements of g[t] in generating series of a formal variable x. For
g ∈ g, set
g(x) =
∞∑
s=0
(g ⊗ ts)x−s−1. (2.2)
For each a ∈ C, there exists an automorphism τa of g[t], τa : g(x) → g(x− a). Given a g[t]-
moduleM , we denote byM(a) the pull-back ofM through the automorphism τa. As g-modules,
M andM(a) are isomorphic by the identity map.
We have the evaluation homomorphism, ev : g[t] → g, ev : g(x) → gx−1. Its restriction
to the subalgebra g ⊂ g[t] is the identity map. For any g-module M , we denote by the same
letter the g[t]-module, obtained by pullingM back through the evaluation homomorphism. For
each a ∈ C, the g[t]-module M(a) is called an evaluation module. It is well known that all
finite-dimensional irreducible g[t]-modules are tensor products of evaluation modules Vλ(1)(z1)⊗
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· · ·⊗Vλ(n)(zn)with dominant integral g-weights λ(1), . . . , λ(n) and distinct evaluation parameters
z1, . . . , zn.
3. GAUDIN MODEL
3.1. Bethe algebra. The Bethe algebra is a remarkable commutative subalgebra of the universal
enveloping algebra U(g[t]) of the current Lie algebra of g. The Bethe algebra of a simple Lie
algebra was described in [FFRe] (called the algebra of higher Gaudin Hamiltonians there). An
explicit set of generators of the Bethe algebra in the Lie algebra of type G2 is given in [MRR].
We recall this result.
Denote by G(x) the matrix
G(x) =
7∑
i,j=1
eij ⊗Gij(x),
where Gij are given in Section 2.2, see also (2.2). Note that limx→∞ xG(x) = G
T, where GT
denotes the transpose of the matrix G.
Denote by S2(x) and S6(x) the power series in x
−1 with coefficients in U(g[t]) obtained by
applying an anti-homomorphism which sends G[−r − 1] 7→ ∂rxG(x)/r! to (3.6) and (3.7) of
[MRR] respectively. Explicitly,
S2(x) = tr (G(x)
2),
S6(x) = tr (G(x)
6) + 5 tr (G(x)4G′(x)) + 7 tr (G(x)3G′′(x)) + 114 tr ((G′′(x))2)
− 639 tr ((G′(x))3) + 31 tr (G(x)2(G′(x))2)− 156 tr (G(x)G′(x)G′′(x)).
Write
S2(x) =
∞∑
i=2
S2 i x
−i and S6(x) =
∞∑
j=6
S6 j x
−j ,
where S2 i, S6 j ∈ U(g[t]), i ∈ Z>2, j ∈ Z>6. We call the unital subalgebra of U(g[t]) generated
by Sij ∈ U(g[t]), i = 2, 6, j ∈ Z>i, the Bethe algebra of g and denote it by B.
The Bethe algebra B of g is a commutative subalgebra of U(g[t]) which commutes with the
subalgebra U(g) ⊂ U(g[t]). As a subalgebra of U(g[t]), the algebra B acts on any g[t]-module
M . Since B commutes with U(g), it preserves the subspace of singular vectors (M)sing as well
as weight subspaces ofM . Therefore, the subspace (M)singλ is B-invariant for any weight λ.
We denote M(∞) the g-module M with the trivial action of the Bethe algebra B. More
generally, for a g[t]-moduleM ′, we denote byM ′ ⊗M(∞) the g-module where we define the
action of B so that it acts trivially onM(∞). Namely, the element b ∈ B acts onM ′ ⊗M(∞)
by b⊗ 1.
Note that for g ∈ g, a ∈ C, and g-moduleM , the action of g(x) onM(a) is given by g/(x−a)
on M . Therefore, the action of series Si(x), i = 2, 6, on the module M
′ ⊗M(∞) is the limit
of the action of the series Si(x) on the module M
′ ⊗M(z) as z → ∞ in the sense of rational
functions of x. However, such a limit of the action of the coefficients Sij , i = 2, 6, j ∈ Z>i, on
the moduleM ′ ⊗M(z) as z →∞ does not exist.
LetM = Vλ be an irreducible g-module and letM
′ be an irreducible finite-dimensional g[t]-
module.
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Lemma 3.1. We have an isomorphism of vector spaces:
pi : (M ′ ⊗ Vλ)g → (M ′)singλ ,
given by the projection to a lowest weight vector in Vλ. The map pi is an isomorphism of B-
modules (M ′ ⊗ Vλ(∞))g → (M ′)singλ . 
Consider P1 := C ∪ {∞}. Set
P˚n := {z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ (P1)n | zi 6= zj for 1 6 i < j 6 n},
RP˚n := {z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ P˚n | zi ∈ R or zi =∞, for 1 6 i 6 n}.
We are interested in the action of the Bethe algebra B on the tensor product⊗ns=1 Vλ(s)(zs),
where Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) is a sequence of dominant integral g-weights and z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈
P˚n. By Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to consider the spaces of invariants (
⊗n
s=1 Vλ(s)(zs))
g. For
brevity, we write VΛ,z for the B-module
⊗n
s=1 Vλ(s)(zs) and VΛ for the g-module
⊗n
s=1 Vλ(s) .
In what follows we also use the notation VΛ and VΛ,z whenΛ = (λ
(1), . . . , λ(n)) is an arbitrary
sequence of g-weights and z ∈ (P1)n.
3.2. Universal differential operator. Define the power series Bi(x), i = 2, 3, . . . , 7, in x
−1
with coefficients in U(g[t]) by the formula:
B2(x) = −1
6
S2(x), B3(x) = − 5
12
S ′2(x),
B4(x) =
1
144
S22(x)−
1
2
S ′′2 (x), B5(x) =
1
48
S2(x)S
′
2(x)−
1
3
S ′′′2 (x),
B6(x) =
1
162
(
S6(x)− 11
144
S32(x)−
7
8
(
S ′2(x)
)2 − 5
2
S2(x)S
′′
2 (x)− 96S(4)2 (x)
)
,
B7(x) =
1
15552
(
48S ′6(x)− 3960S(5)2 (x)− 174S2(x)S ′′′2 (x)
− 366S ′2(x)S ′′2 (x)− 11S22(x)S ′2(x)
)
.
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 3.2. Coefficients of Bi(x) are in the Bethe algebra B. Coefficients of B2(x) and B6(x)
generate the Bethe algebra B. 
Remark 3.3. The power seriesBi(x), i = 2, 3, . . . , 7, are computed from the preimages of the el-
ements wi, i = 2, 3, . . . , 7, in classicalW-algebra under the affine Harish-Chandra isomorphism,
see Section 4 of [MRR]. Note that the following relation among wi in [MRR] is true,
8w7 = 4w
′
6 − 2w(5)2 − w2w′′′2 − 3w′2w′′2 .
Now we define the universal differential operator DB by
DB = ∂7x +
7∑
i=2
Bi(x)∂
7−i
x .
The operator DB is a monic differential operator of order 7 whose coefficients are power series
in x−1 with coefficients in B ⊂ U(g[t]).
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LetM be a module over the Bethe algebra B and let v ∈ M be a common eigenvector of B:
Bi(x)v = hi(x)v, i = 2, . . . , 7. Then we call the scalar differential operator
Dv = ∂7x +
7∑
i=2
hi(x)∂
7−i
x (3.1)
the differential operator associated with the eigenvector v.
Let v ∈ VΛ,z be a common eigenvector of B, where Λ is a sequence of dominant integral
g-weights. Our choice of generators is such that the kernel of f · Dv · f−1 is a pure self-self-dual
space of polynomials for some polynomial f , see Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 5.8 below.
3.3. Quadratic Gaudin Hamiltonians. Let n be a positive integer andM1, . . . ,Mn a sequence
of g-modules. Set M =M1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Mn.
Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) be a sequence of distinct complex numbers. Introduce linear operators
H1(z), . . . ,Hn(z) in End(M) by the formula
Hi(z) =
∑
j, j 6=i
Ω(i,j)
zi − zj , i = 1, . . . , n,
where Ω(i,j) denotes the Casimir operator acting on the i-th and j-th factors ofM . The operators
H1(z), . . . ,Hn(z) are called the Gaudin Hamiltonians associated withM .
Denote by B2(x;M , z) ∈ End(M) the corresponding linear operator obtained from the
action of B2(x) on
⊗n
s=1Ms(zs). Using (2.1), one obtains
Hi(z) = −Resx=ziB2(x;M , z), i = 1, . . . , n.
In particular, the Gaudin Hamiltonians commute, [Hi(z),Hj(z)] = 0 for all i, j. Moreover, the
Gaudin Hamiltonians commute with the action of g, [Hi(z), g] = 0 for all i and g ∈ g. Hence for
any µ ∈ h∗, the Gaudin Hamiltonians preserve the subspace (M)singµ ⊂ M of singular vectors
of weight µ.
4. COMPLETENESS OF BETHE ANSATZ OF Vλ ⊗ V ⊗kω2
4.1. Bethe ansatz. Fix a sequence of weightsΛ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)), λ(s) ∈ h∗, and a pair of non-
negative integers l = (l1, l2). Set l = l1+l2. Denote Λ = λ
(1)+· · ·+λ(n) and α(l) = l1α1+l2α2.
Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) be a sequence of distinct complex numbers.
The Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l is the system of algebraic equations for com-
plex variables t = (t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(1)
l1
; t
(2)
1 , . . . , t
(2)
l2
):
−
n∑
s=1
(λ(s), α1)
t
(1)
i − zs
−
l2∑
k=1
3
t
(1)
i − t(2)k
+
l1∑
k=1,k 6=i
6
t
(1)
i − t(1)k
= 0, i = 1, . . . , l1, (4.1)
−
n∑
s=1
(λ(s), α2)
t
(2)
i − zs
−
l1∑
k=1
3
t
(2)
i − t(1)k
+
l2∑
k=1,k 6=i
2
t
(2)
i − t(2)k
= 0, i = 1, . . . , l2. (4.2)
By definition, if t is a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation, then all t
(j)
i are distinct. Also if
(λ(s), αj) 6= 0 for some j, s, then t(j)i 6= zs for i = 1, . . . , lj .
Let Sm be the permutation group of the set {1, . . . , m}. The groups Slj , j = 1, 2, act on the
set of solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l by permuting the coordinates
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with the same upper index (j). Hence Sl := Sl1 × Sl2 acts freely on the set of solutions of
the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l. In what follows we do not distinguish between
solutions in the sameSl-orbit.
Following [SV], there exists a well-defined rational map
ψ : Cn × Cl → (VΛ)Λ−α(l)
called the canonical weight function.
Let t ∈ Cl be a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l. Then the value of
the weight function ψ(z, t) ∈ (VΛ)Λ−α(l) is called the Bethe vector. The Bethe vector does not
depend on a choice of the representative in theSl-orbit of solutions.
It is known from Lemma 2.1 of [MV1] that if the weight Λ − α(l) is dominant integral, then
the set of solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation is finite.
Assume that Λ− α(l) and all λ(s) are dominant integral g-weights. The following facts about
Bethe vectors are known.
Theorem 4.1 ([RV]). The Bethe vector ψ(z, t) is singular, ψ(z, t) ∈ (VΛ)singΛ−α(l). Moreover,
ψ(z, t) is a common eigenvector of the Gaudin Hamiltonians. 
Theorem 4.2 ([FFRe]). The Bethe vector ψ(z, t) is a common eigenvector of B. 
Theorem 4.3 ([V2]). The Bethe vector ψ(z, t) is nonzero. 
4.2. Reproduction procedure. Introduce a pair of polynomials y = (y1(x), y2(x)) in a variable
x by the formula
yj(x) =
lj∏
i=1
(x− t(j)i ), j = 1, 2.
We say that the pair of polynomials y represents t. Note that the pair y does not depend on a
choice of the representative in theSl-orbit of t. Our choice is such that yj are monic polynomials,
however, we often consider yj up to multiplication by a nonzero number, that is we regard y as
an element in (PC[x])2.
Introduce functions
Tj(x) =
n∏
s=1
(x− zs)〈λ(s),αˇj〉, j = 1, 2. (4.3)
We say that a given pair of polynomials y is generic with respect to Λ, z if the following
conditions are met:
(i) the polynomials yj(x) have no multiple roots;
(ii) the roots of yj(x) are different from the roots and singularities of the function Tj ;
(iii) the polynomials y1(x), y2(x) have no common roots.
If y represents a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l, then y is generic
with respect to Λ, z.
For g1(x), . . . , gm(x) ∈ C[x], denote byWr(g1(x), . . . , gm(x)) theWronskian,
Wr(g1(x), . . . , gm(x)) = det(d
i−1gj/dx
i−1)mi,j=1.
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Theorem 4.4 ([MV4]). Assume that z ∈ Cn has distinct coordinates and z1 = 0. Assume that
λ(i) ∈ P+, i = 2, . . . , n. A generic pair y = (y1, y2) represents a solution of the Bethe ansatz
equation associated to Λ, z, l if and only if there exist polynomials y˜1, y˜2 satisfying
Wr(y1, x
〈λ(1)+ρ,αˇ1〉y˜1) = T1y2, Wr(y2, x〈λ(1)+ρ,αˇ2〉y˜2) = T2y31. (4.4)
Let y(1) = (y˜1, y2) and y
(2) = (y1, y˜2). If for some i ∈ {1, 2}, the pair y(i) is generic, then it rep-
resents a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to data (si · λ(1), λ(2), . . . , λ(n)), z, li,
where li is determined by the equation
Λ− λ(1) − α(li) = si(Λ− λ(1) − α(l)).

We say that the pair y(i) is obtained from the pair y by the reproduction procedure in the i-th
direction.
Note that the reproduction procedure can be iterated. We use the notation y(i)(j) for
(
y(i)
)(j)
.
We have y(i)(i) = y. More generally, it is shown in [MV4], that the pairs obtained from y by
iterating a reproduction procedure are in a bijective correspondence with the elements of the
Weyl group of g.
4.3. Differential operator associated with a Bethe vector. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a col-
lection of dominant integral g-weights and assume that Λ− α(l) is dominant integral.
Let y represent a solution t of the Bethe ansatz equation associated toΛ, z, l. Recall the scalar
differential operator Dψ(z,t) associated with the corresponding Bethe vector, see (3.1). The goal
of this section is to describe Dψ(z,t) in terms of y.
Following [BM], let Dy be the monic linear differential operator given by the formula
Dy =
(
∂x − ln′
(T 41 T 22
y1
))(
∂x − ln′
(T 31 T 22 y1
y2
))(
∂x − ln′
(T 31 T2y2
y21
))
×
(
∂x − ln′(T 21 T2)
)(
∂x − ln′
(T1T2y21
y2
))(
∂x − ln′
(T1y2
y1
))(
∂x − ln′(y1)
)
. (4.5)
The kernel of the operator Dy is the space spanned by the first coordinates of the G2-population
originated at y. In particular, the kernel of Dy consists of polynomials only. Moreover Ker(Dy)
is a pure self-self-dual space of polynomials, see the definition of pure self-self-dual space in
Section 5.3 below.
Proposition 4.5. Let y represent a solution t of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l.
Then we have Dψ(z,t) = (T 21 T2)−1 · Dy · (T 21 T2).
Proof. The statement follows from Remark 3.3 and Section 5 of [MRR], cf. also [FFRe]. 
We generalize Proposition 4.5 for arbitrary eigenvectors of the Bethe algebra in Theorem 5.8
below. Now we prove the following lemma.
LetΛ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a sequence of dominant integral g-weights and let z = (z1, . . . , zn)
be a sequence of distinct complex numbers. Let λ be a dominant integral g-weight.
Lemma 4.6. Let v ∈ (VΛ,z)singλ be an eigenvector of the Bethe algebra B. Then the operator Dv
is a monic Fuchsian differential operator with singularities at zs, s = 1, . . . , n, and∞ only. The
exponents of Dv at zs are
− 2λ(s)1 − λ(s)2 ,−λ(s)1 − λ(s)2 + 1,−λ(s)1 + 2, 3, λ(s)1 + 4, λ(s)1 + λ(s)2 + 5, 2λ(s)1 + λ(s)2 + 6, (4.6)
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and the exponents at∞ are
− 2λ1 − λ2 − 6,−λ1 − λ2 − 5,−λ1 − 4,−3, λ1 − 2, λ1 + λ2 − 1, 2λ1 + λ2. (4.7)
Proof. Let v+ be the highest weight vector of VΛ,z, then v
+ is a Bethe vector and the correspond-
ing operator Dv+ corresponds to y = (1, 1) in Proposition 4.5. In this case it is easy to see that
the singular points and exponents are as in the lemma.
Let µ be a g-weight and z ∈ C. Then Bi(x), i = 2, . . . , 7, act on the evaluation module Vµ(z)
as ci(µ)/(x− z)i, where ci(µ) are scalars depending on µ. Indeed, it follows from the standard
fact that tr((GT)k) are central in U(g) for all k ∈ Z>0. Therefore the expansion of the operator
Bi(x) acting on VΛ,z as a function of x around x = zs has the form ci(λ
(s))/(x− zs)i(1+O(x−
zs)). It follows that the exponents of Dv+ and Dv at zs are the same.
To compute the exponents at x = ∞, observe that the expansion of Bi(x) acting on VΛ,z
at x = ∞ has the form c˜i/xi(1 + O(1/x)) where c˜i are operators which do not depend on z.
Consider (
⊗n
s=1 Vλ(s)(0))
sing
λ . Then it is clear that c˜i are scalar operators on this space. Moreover,
the value of the scalar is given by the action of Bi(x) on the highest weight vector v˜
+ ∈ Vλ(0).
Note that v˜+ is a Bethe vector corresponding to y = (1, 1) in Proposition 4.5 and the exponents of
Dv˜+ andDv at∞ are the same, it follows that the exponents ofDv at∞ are as in the lemma. 
4.4. Parameterization of solutions. In Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, we work with data Λ = (λ, ω2),
z = (0, 1), where λ ∈ P+. The main results of these sections are the explicit formulas for the
solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ, z, l, see Theorem 4.7 and Appendix A,
and the completeness of Bethe ansatz for Vλ ⊗ V ⊗kω2 , see Theorem 4.10.
Let λ ∈ P+ and recall that λi = 〈λ, αˇi〉. We write the decomposition of the finite-dimensional
g-module Vλ ⊗ Vω2 . We have
Vλ ⊗ Vω2 =Vλ+ω2 ⊕ Vλ+ω2−α2 ⊕ Vλ+ω2−α1−α2 ⊕ Vλ+ω2−α1−2α2
⊕ Vλ+ω2−α1−3α2 ⊕ Vλ+ω2−2α1−3α2 ⊕ Vλ+ω2−2α1−4α2
=V(λ1,λ2+1) ⊕ V(λ1+1,λ2−1) ⊕ V(λ1−1,λ2+2) ⊕ V(λ1,λ2)
⊕ V(λ1+1,λ2−2) ⊕ V(λ1−1,λ2+1) ⊕ V(λ1,λ2−1), (4.8)
with the convention that the summands with non-dominant highest weights are omitted. In addi-
tion, if λ2 = 0, then the summand Vλ+ω2−α1−2α2 = V(λ1,λ2) is absent.
Note, in particular, that all multiplicities are 1.
By Theorem 4.1, to diagonalize the Gaudin Hamiltonians acting on Vλ ⊗ Vω2 , it is sufficient
to find a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation (4.1)-(4.2) associated toΛ, z and l corresponding
to the summands in the decomposition (4.8).
We call a pair of integers l admissible if Vλ+ω2−α(l) ⊂ Vλ ⊗ Vω2 . Any admissible pair has the
form
l0 = (0, 0), l1 = (0, 1), l2 = (1, 1), l3 = (1, 2), l4 = (1, 3), l5 = (2, 3), l6 = (2, 4). (4.9)
4.5. The explicit 2-point solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation. To solve the Bethe ansatz
equation with a given admissible l, we use the method of Section 3 in [LMV1].
All weights in Vω2 are in the Weyl orbit of ω2 with the exception of the weight µ = 0. Explic-
itly, the weights in Vω2 are
ω2, s2ω2, s1s2ω2, 0, s2s1s2ω2, s1s2s1s2ω2, s2s1s2s1s2ω2.
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The pair y = (1, 1) represents the unique solution of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to
(θ, ω2), z, l0. Using this solution and Theorem 4.4, we construct solutions of the Bethe ansatz
equation related to li, i 6= 3, as follows. If y(2) is generic, then it represents a solution of the Bethe
ansatz equation associated to (s2 ·θ, ω2), z, l1. If y(2)(1) is generic, then it represents a solution of
the Bethe ansatz equation associated to (s1s2 · θ, ω2), z, l2. Continue iterating the reproduction
procedure and suppose that it is applicable in every step. Finally, if y(2)(1)(2)(1)(2) is generic, then
it represents a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to (s2s1s2s1s2 · θ, ω2), z, l6.
To solve the Bethe ansatz equation associated to (λ, ω2), z, li, we take θ in the following way,
θ = λ, i = 0; θ = s2 · λ = (λ1 + λ2 + 1,−λ2 − 2), i = 1;
θ = s2s1 · λ = (2λ1 + λ2 + 2,−3λ1 − λ2 − 5), i = 2;
θ = s2s1s2 · λ = (2λ1 + λ2 + 2,−3λ1 − 2λ2 − 6), i = 4;
θ = s2s1s2s1 · λ = (λ1 + λ2 + 1,−3λ1 − 2λ2 − 6), i = 5;
θ = s2s1s2s1s2 · λ = (λ1,−3λ1 − λ2 − 5), i = 6.
By considering the Wronskian equalities (4.4), we solve for y(2), y(2)(1), y(2)(1)(2) , y(2)(1)(2)(1) ,
and y(2)(1)(2)(1)(2) explicitly in terms of θ. Then we write θ in terms of λ and check that the result-
ing pairs of polynomials are generic with respect to Λ, z, li under the condition of admissibility,
see Section 3 of [LMV1] for more detail.
The case of l3 is solved directly.
We obtain the following statement.
Theorem 4.7. Let i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 6} and λ ∈ P+. Suppose li is admissible, then yli in Appendix
A represents a solution to the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ = (λ, ω2), z = (0, 1), and
li.
Proof. The statement can be checked directly with the help of computer. 
Remark 4.8. In fact, if li is admissible, then y
li in Appendix A represents the unique solution to
the Bethe ansatz equation associated to Λ = (λ, ω2), z = (0, 1), and li. This follows from The-
orem 4.3 together with Theorem 5.2 in [V1] since the multiplicity spaces are one-dimensional.
4.6. Completeness of Bethe ansatz. The main result of the section is Theorem 4.10.
Recall that the value of the weight function ψ(z1, z2, t) at a solution of the Bethe ansatz equa-
tion is called the Bethe vector. We have the following result, which is usually referred to as the
completeness of Bethe ansatz.
Theorem 4.9. The set of Bethe vectors ψ(z1, z2, t), where t runs over the solutions to the Bethe
ansatz equations with admissible l, forms a basis of (Vλ ⊗ Vω2)sing.
Proof. All multiplicities in the decomposition of Vλ ⊗ Vω2 are 1. By Theorem 4.7 for each
admissible l we have a solution of the Bethe ansatz equation. As the Bethe vectors ψ(z1, z2, t)
are nonzero and singular, the theorem follows. 
From Theorem 4.9 we obtain that the Bethe ansatz is complete in a more general setting.
Theorem 4.10. Let λ ∈ P+ and k ∈ Z>0. For a generic (k + 1)-tuple of distinct complex
numbers z = (z0, z1, . . . , zk), the Gaudin HamiltoniansH0,H1, . . . ,Hk acting on (Vλ⊗V ⊗kω2 )sing
are diagonalizable and have simple joint spectrum. Moreover, for generic z there exists a set of
solutions {ti, i ∈ I} of the Bethe ansatz equations such that the corresponding Bethe vectors
{ψ(z, ti), i ∈ I} form a basis of (Vλ ⊗ V ⊗kω2 )sing.
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Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1 in [MV3], see also Theorem 4.5 in [LMV1]. 
5. SELF-SELF-DUAL GRASSMANNIAN
Let N , d ∈ Z>0 be such that N 6 d. A sequence of integers λ = (λ1, . . . , λN) such that
λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λN > 0 is called a partition with at most N parts. Set |λ| =
∑N
i=1 λi. Then it
is said that λ is a partition of |λ|.
5.1. Schubert cells. Let Cd[x] be the space of polynomials in x with complex coefficients of
degree less than d. We have dimCd[x] = d. Let Gr(N, d) be the Grassmannian of all N-
dimensional subspaces in Cd[x]. The Grassmannian Gr(N, d) is a smooth projective complex
variety of dimensionN(d−N).
For X ∈ Gr(N, d), let Wr(X) be the unique monic polynomial of the form Wr(u1, . . . , uN),
ui ∈ X , i = 1, . . . , N .
Let Rd[x] ⊂ Cd[x] be the set of polynomials in x with real coefficients of degree less than d.
Let GrR(N, d) ⊂ Gr(N, d) be the set of subspaces which have a basis consisting of polynomials
with real coefficients. For X ∈ Gr(N, d) we have X ∈ GrR(N, d) if and only if dimR(X ∩
Rd[x]) = N . We call such pointsX real.
For a full flag F = {0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fd = Cd[x]} and a partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λN)
such that λ1 6 d−N , the Schubert cell Ωλ(F) ⊂ Gr(N, d) is given by
Ωλ(F) = {X ∈ Gr(N, d)| dim(X ∩ Fd−j−λj ) = N − j, dim(X ∩ Fd−j−λj−1) = N − j − 1}.
We have codim Ωλ(F) = |λ|.
The Schubert cell decomposition associated to a full flag F is given by
Gr(N, d) =
⊔
λ, λ16d−N
Ωλ(F).
The Schubert cycleΩλ(F) is the closure of a Schubert cellΩλ(F) in the GrassmannianGr(N, d).
Schubert cycles are algebraic sets with very rich geometry and topology. It is well known that
Schubert cycle Ωλ(F) is described by the formula
Ωλ(F) =
⊔
λ⊆µ,
µ16d−N
Ωµ(F).
Here the union is over partitions µ with at most N parts such that µi > λi, i = 1, . . . , N .
Let F(∞) be the full flag in Cd[x] given by
F(∞) = {0 ⊂ C1[x] ⊂ C2[x] ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cd[x]}.
The subspace X is a point of Ωλ(F(∞)) if and only if for every i = 1, . . . , N , it contains a
polynomial of degree d− i− λN+1−i.
For z ∈ C, consider the full flag
F(z) = {0 ⊂ (x− z)d−1C1[x] ⊂ (x− z)d−2C2[x] ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cd[x]}.
The subspace X is a point of Ωλ(F(z)) if and only if for every i = 1, . . . , N , it contains a
polynomial with a root at z of order λi +N − i.
A point z ∈ C is called a base point for a subspace X ⊂ Cd[x] if g(z) = 0 for every g ∈ X .
Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ P˚n. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a sequence of partitions with at most
N parts. Set |Λ| =∑ns=1 |λ(s)|.
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Assuming |Λ| = N(d −N), denote by ΩΛ,z the intersection of the Schubert cells:
ΩΛ,z =
n⋂
s=1
Ωλ(s)(F(zs)). (5.1)
Note that due to our assumption, ΩΛ,z is a finite subset of Gr(N, d). Moreover ΩΛ,z is non-
empty if and only if dim(VΛ)
slN > 0.
Define the stratum ΩΛ by the formula
ΩΛ :=
⋃
z∈P˚n
ΩΛ,z ⊂ Gr(N, d). (5.2)
5.2. Self-dual spaces. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a tuple of partitions with at most N parts
such that |Λ| = N(d−N) and let z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ P˚n.
Define a sequence of polynomials T = (T1, . . . , TN ) by
Ti(x) =
n∏
s=1
(x− zs)λ
(s)
i −λ
(s)
i+1 , i = 1, . . . , N,
where λ
(s)
N+1 = 0. Here and in what follows we use the convention that x − zs is considered as
the constant function 1 if zs =∞. We say that T is associated with Λ, z.
Let X ∈ ΩΛ,z and g1, . . . , gi ∈ X . Define the divided WronskianWr† with respect to Λ, z by
Wr†(g1, . . . , gi) = Wr(g1, . . . , gi)
i∏
j=1
T j−i−1N+1−j , i = 1, . . . , N.
Note thatWr†(g1, . . . , gi) is a polynomial in x.
Let Γ = {u1, . . . , uN} be a basis of X ∈ ΩΛ,z, define a sequence of polynomials
yN−i = Wr
†(u1, . . . , ui), i = 1, . . . , N − 1. (5.3)
Denote (y1, . . . , yN−1) by yΓ. We say that yΓ is constructed from the basis Γ.
GivenX ∈ Gr(N, d), define the dual space X† of X by
X† = {Wr†(g1, . . . , gN−1) | gi ∈ X, i = 1, . . . , N − 1}.
Note that X† has no base points.
Given a space of polynomials X and a rational function g in x, denote by g · X the space of
rational functions of the form g · f with f ∈ X .
A space of polynomialsX is called a pure self-dual space ifX = X†. A space of polynomials
X is called self-dual if X = g ·X† for some polynomial g ∈ C[x]. In particular, if X ∈ ΩΛ,z is
self-dual, then g = TN (that isX = TN ·X†) and TN−i = Ti, i = 1, . . . , N − 1, see for example
Lemma 4.1 in [LMV2].
If X is self-dual then g ·X is also self-dual for any nonzero g ∈ C[x].
The self-dual spaces are characterized by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let X ∈ ΩΛ,z and let T be associated with Λ, z. Suppose Ti = TN−i for i =
1, . . . , N − 1. Then X is self-dual if and only if there exists a basis Γ = {u1, . . . , uN} of X such
that yΓ = (y1, . . . , yN−1) given by (5.3) satisfies yi = yN−i for i = 1, . . . , N − 1.
Proof. The only if part has been proved in [MV1]. Since Ti = TN−i for i = 1, . . . , N − 1, the if
part follows from Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 of [LMV2]. 
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By Corollary 6.5 of [MV1], a pure self-dual space of polynomialsX possesses a nondegener-
ate bilinear form κ given by
κ(u1, u2) = Wr
†(u1, v1, . . . , vN−1), if u2 = Wr
†(v1, . . . , vN−1),
where ui, vj ∈ X , i = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , N − 1. This form is symmetric if N is odd and skew-
symmetric if N is even.
5.3. Self-self-dual spaces. From now on, we set N = 7. We simply write Grd for Gr(7, d).
Following Definition 4.1 of [BM], a pure self-dual space of polynomials X ∈ ΩΛ,z of di-
mension 7 is called pure self-self-dual if for a generic monic polynomial f ∈ X there exists a
three-dimensional isotropic (with respect to the bilinear form κ) subspace U ⊂ X such that
f ⊥ U and Wr(U) = T 21 T2f 2.
A self-dual space of polynomials X ∈ ΩΛ,z of dimension 7 is called self-self-dual if X/T7 is
pure self-self-dual.
Note that if X is self-self-dual then g · X is also self-self-dual for any nonzero polynomial
g ∈ C[x]. If X ∈ ΩΛ,z is a self-self-dual space, then T1 = T3 = T4 = T6 and T2 = T5, see
Lemma 4.8 in [BM].
Here is another description of pure self-self-dual spaces.
Theorem 5.2 ([BM]). SupposeX ∈ ΩΛ,z is a pure self-dual space and T1 = T3. ThenX is pure
self-self-dual if and only if
{u2 | u ∈ X} = {Wr†(u1, u2, u3) | ui ∈ X, κ(ui, uj) = 0}.

The self-self-dual spaces are characterized by the following lemma, cf. Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.3. Let X ∈ ΩΛ,z ⊂ Grd and let T be associated with Λ, z. Suppose T1 = T3 = T4 =
T6 and T2 = T5. Then X is self-self-dual if and only if there exists a basis Γ = {u1, . . . , u7} of
X such that yΓ = (y1, . . . , y6) given by (5.3) satisfies y
2
1 = y
2
6 = y3 = y4, y2 = y5.
Proof. The only if part has been proved in [BM].
Consider the if part. Without loss of generality, we assume that X has no base points. We
follow the strategy in Section 5 of [BM]. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that X is self-dual. By
assumption, there exist polynomials y˜1, y˜2 such that
Wr(y1, y˜1) = T1y2, Wr(y2, y˜2) = T2y
3
1.
For instance, since y1 = u1 we can take y˜1 = u2 and y˜2 = Wr
†(u1, u3). Set y = (y1, y2).
Hence we can define descendants (y˜1, y2), (y1, y˜2) of y, and the G2-population originated at y.
Similarly, we can prove the same statement as Lemma 5.2 in [BM] and the first statement of
Lemma 5.3 in [BM] with the modified terminology. Now the lemma can be proved in the same
way as Theorem 5.4 of [BM] with the following change in the first paragraph of page 108: It
follows that there exist constants c1, c2, c3, c4 such that the C3-triple (y˜1, y˜2, y˜3) corresponds to
the flag F˜ , which is related to the basis
{u˜1 = u1 + c1u2, u˜2 = u2 + c2u3, u˜3 = u3 + c3u4 + c4u5, u˜4, u˜5, u˜6, u˜7},
see Lemmas 6.14-6.15 in [MV1]. In particular,Wr†(u˜1, u˜2, u˜3) = y˜
2
3 .
This change does not alter the rest of the proof since the constant c4 is not used there. 
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Assume the pair y = (y1, y2) of polynomials represents a solution to the Bethe ansatz equation
(4.1), (4.2), where all weights are dominant integral. Recall the polynomials T1, T2 in (4.3) and
the differential operator Dy in (4.5).
Lemma 5.4 ([BM]). The kernel of the differential operator Dy is a pure self-self-dual space of
polynomials.
Remark 5.5. Let X be the kernel of Dy. The corresponding polynomials T1, . . . , T7 are given
by T1 = T1 = T3 = T4 = T6, T2 = T2 = T5, and T7 = 1. Moreover, there exists a basis
Γ = {u1, . . . , u7} of X such that yΓ = (y1, y2, y21, y21, y2, y1).
For a self-self-dual space the pair (y1, y2) in Lemma 5.3 can be chosen generic.
Lemma 5.6. SupposeX ∈ ΩΛ,z is a self-self-dual space. Then for any z ∈ C there exists a basis
Γ = {u1, . . . , u7} of X such that yΓ = (y1, . . . , y6) given by (5.3) satisfies y21 = y26 = y3 = y4,
y2 = y5, and yi(z) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2.
Proof. The lemma follows from the proof of Theorem 5.7 in [BM], see also Theorems 8.2 and
8.3 of [MV1]. 
5.4. Self-self-dual Grassmannian and the strata. Let SGrd denote the set of all self-self-dual
spaces in Grd. We call SGrd the self-self-dual Grassmannian. The self-self-dual Grassmannian
SGrd is an algebraic subset of Grd.
Let ΩΛ,z, ΩΛ be as in (5.1), (5.2). Denote by SΩΛ,z the set of all self-self-dual spaces in ΩΛ,z
and by SΩΛ the set of all self-self-dual spaces in ΩΛ:
SΩΛ,z = ΩΛ,z
⋂
SGrd and SΩΛ = ΩΛ
⋂
SGrd.
For Λ such that |Λ| = 7(d− 7), we call the set SΩΛ a g-stratum of the self-self-dual Grassman-
nian. A stratum SΩΛ does not depend on the order of the set of partitions Λ. Each SΩΛ is a
constructible subset of the Grassmannian Grd in Zariski topology.
Let µ be a dominant integral g-weight and k ∈ Z>0. Define a partition µA,k with at most 7
parts by the rule: (µA,k)7 = k and
(µA,k)i − (µA,k)i+1 =
{
〈µ, αˇ1〉, if i = 1, 3, 4, 6,
〈µ, αˇ2〉, if i = 2, 5.
We call µA,k the partition associated with weight µ and integer k.
LetΛ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a sequence of dominant integral g-weights and let k = (k1, . . . , kn)
be an n-tuple of nonnegative integers. Then denote ΛA,k = (λ
(1)
A,k1
, . . . , λ
(n)
A,kn
) the sequence of
partitions associated with λ(s) and ks, s = 1, . . . , n. We have
|ΛA,k| = 7
n∑
s=1
(ks + 2〈λ(s), αˇ1〉+ 〈λ(s), αˇ2〉). (5.4)
We use the notation µA = µA,0 and ΛA = ΛA,(0,...,0).
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 5.7. SupposeΞ is a sequence of partitions with at mostN parts such that |Ξ| = 7(d−7)
and SΩΞ is nonempty, thenΞ has the formΞ = ΛA,k for a unique sequence of dominant integral
g-weights Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) and a unique n-tuple k of nonnegative integers. 
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Therefore the g-strata are effectively parameterized by sequences of dominant integral g-
weights and tuples of nonnegative integers. In what follows we write SΩΛ,k for SΩΛA,k , SΩΛ,z
for SΩΛA,z, ΩΛ,k for ΩΛA,k , etc.
5.5. Self-self-dual spaces and the Gaudin model. Recall that the objective of the Gaudin
model is to study the common eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the Bethe algebras B acting on
g[t]-modules, see Section 3.1. The following theorem connects self-self-dual spaces of polyno-
mials with given ramification conditions and the Gaudin model associated to g.
Theorem 5.8. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a sequence of dominant integral g-weights, z ∈ P˚n,
and T the sequence of polynomials associated with ΛA, z. Then for any B-eigenvector v ∈
(VΛ,z)
g, we have
Ker
(
(T 21 T2) · Dv · (T 21 T2)−1
) ∈ SΩΛ,z.
Moreover, if |ΛA| = 7(d − 7), then this defines a bijection between the joint eigenvalues of B
on (VΛ,z)
g and SΩΛ,z ⊂ Grd.
Proof. Theorem 5.8 is deduced from [R] in Section 6.5. 
Remark 5.9. It follows from Corollary 3.4 of [R] that the Bethe algebra B has simple spectrum
on (VΛ,z)
g for generic z. In particular, the map v → Ker ((T 21 T2) · Dv · (T 21 T2)−1) also gives a
bijection between B-eigenvectors in (VΛ,z)g and SΩΛ,z ⊂ Grd when z is generic. We expect this
is true for all z ∈ P˚n.
We also have the following lemma from [R].
Lemma 5.10. Let z be a generic point in P˚n. Then the action of the Bethe algebra B on (VΛ,z)g
is diagonalizable and have simple spectrum. In particular, this statement holds for any sequence
z ∈ RP˚n. 
From Theorem 5.8, we observe the following relation between Gaudin models associated to
g and to gl7. Let Λ = (λ
(1), . . . , λ(n), λ) be a sequence of dominant integral g-weights and
z = (z1, . . . , zn,∞) ∈ P˚n+1. Assume that |ΛA| = 7(d − 7). Set k = d − 7 − 2(2λ1 + λ2).
Consider the g[t]-module V =
⊗n
s=1 Vλ(s)(zs) and the gl7[t]-module VA =
⊗n
s=1 Vλ(s)
A
(zs).
Assume (V )singλ 6= 0 and that B acting on it is diagonalizable. Hence B has simple spectrum on
(V )singλ by Corollary 3.4 of [R].
Let BA be the Bethe subalgebra of U(gl7[t]), see [MTV2]. Then the eigenvectors of BA in
(VA)
sing
λA,k
(the subspace of gl7-singular vectors in VA of weight λA,k) correspond to spaces of
polynomials in ΩΛ,z. Each B-eigenvector v in (V )singλ corresponds to a self-self-dual space in
SΩΛ,z ⊂ ΩΛ,z and therefore to a BA-eigenvector vA in (VA)singλA,k . Moreover, the differential
operator T2T
2
1 · Dv · T−12 T−21 coincides with the corresponding gl7-operator DAvA , see (5.1) in
[MTV2]. In particular, the eigenvalues of B on v can be identified with eigenvalues of BA on vA.
Thus the BA-submodule of (VA)singλA,k spanned by vectors associated to self-self-dual spaces is
canonically identified with the B-module (V )singλ .
This correspondence is not related to the embedding pi and we have no explanation for this
phenomenon on the level of Lie algebras. This is similar to the situation in types B and C, see
Theorem A.10 in [LMV2].
It would be interesting to extend this correspondence to general (non-diagonalizable) case. It
is also interesting to find a criterion for a BA-eigenvector to correspond to a self-self-dual space.
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5.6. Properties of the strata. We describe simple properties of the strata SΩΛ,k.
Given Λ,k, z, define Λ˜, k˜, z˜ by removing all zero components, that is the ones with both
λ(s) = 0 and ks = 0. Then SΩΛ˜,k˜,z˜ = SΩΛ,k,z and SΩΛ˜,k˜ = SΩΛ,k. Also, |ΛA,k| is divisible by
7.
We say that (Λ,k) is d-nontrivial if and only if (VΛ)
g 6= 0, |λ(s)A,ks| > 0, s = 1, . . . , n, and
|ΛA,k| = 7(d− 7).
Theorem 5.8 implies that if (Λ,k) is d-nontrivial then the corresponding stratum SΩΛ,k ⊂
SGrd is nonempty and, conversely, that if (Λ,k) is a nonempty stratum of SGrd then the pair
(Λ˜, k˜) obtained by removing all zero components, is d-nontrivial.
Note that |ΛA,k| = |ΛA| + 7|k|, where |k| = k1 + · · · + kn. In particular, if (Λ, 0) is d-
nontrivial then (Λ,k) is (d + |k|)-nontrivial. Further, there exists a bijection between ΩΛ,z in
Grd and ΩΛ,k,z in Grd+|k| given by
ΩΛ,z → ΩΛ,k,z, X 7→
n∏
s=1
(x− zs)ks ·X. (5.5)
Moreover, (5.5) restricts to a bijection between SΩΛ,z ⊂ SGrd and SΩΛ,k,z ⊂ SGrd+|k|.
Let µ(1), . . . , µ(a) be all distinct partitions inΛA,k. Let ni be the number of occurrences of µ
(i)
in ΛA,k, then
∑a
i=1 ni = n. Denote n = (n1, . . . , na). We write ΛA,k in the following order:
λ
(i)
A,ki
= µ(j) for
∑j−1
s=1 ns + 1 6 i 6
∑j
s=1 ns, j = 1, . . . , a.
LetSn;ni be the subgroup of the symmetric groupSn permuting {n1+· · ·+ni−1+1, . . . , n1+
· · ·+ ni}, i = 1, . . . , a. Then the group Sn = Sn;n1 ×Sn;n2 × · · · ×Sn;na acts freely on P˚n
and on RP˚n. Denote by P˚n/Sn and RP˚n/Sn the sets of orbits.
Proposition 5.11. Suppose (Λ,k) is d-nontrivial. The set SΩΛ,k is a ramified covering of
P˚n/Sn. Moreover, the degree of the covering is equal to dim(VΛ)
g. In particular, dim SΩΛ,k =
n. Over RP˚n/Sn, this covering is unramified of the same degree, moreover all points in fibers
are real.
Proof. The proposition follows from the combination of Theorem 5.8, Lemma 5.10, and Theo-
rem 1.1 of [MTV1]. 
We find the strata SΩΛ,k ⊂ SGrd of the largest dimension.
Lemma 5.12. The d-nontrivial strata SΩΛ,k ⊂ SGrd with the largest dimension have (λ(s), ks)
equal to either (ω2, 0) or (0, 1), s = 1, . . . , d− 7. Each such stratum is nonempty if the number
of s ∈ {1, . . . , d − 7} with (λ(s), ks) = (ω2, 0) is not 1, and then it has dimension d − 7. In
particular, there is at least one nonempty stratum of this dimension, and if d > 8 then more than
one.
Proof. The lemma follows from formula (5.4) taking into account the fact that V0 and Vω2 are
both submodules of Vω2 ⊗ Vω2 , see (4.8). 
5.7. The g-stratification of the self-self-dual Grassmannian. The following theorem follows
directly from Theorem 3.5 of [LMV2] and Theorem 5.8.
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Theorem 5.13. We have
SGrd =
⊔
d-nontrivial (Λ,k)
SΩΛ,k.

For a d-nontrivial (Λ,k), we call the closure of SΩΛ,k inside SGrd, a g-cycle. The g-cycles
SΩΛ,k are algebraic sets in SGrd and therefore inGrd. We describe g-cycles as unions of g-strata.
Define a partial order > on the set of pairs {(Λ,k)} as follows. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)),
Ξ = (ξ(1), . . . , ξ(m)) be two sequences of dominant integral g-weights. Let k = (k1, . . . , kn),
r = (r1, . . . , rm) be two tuples of nonnegative integers. We say that (Λ,k) > (Ξ, r) if and only
if there exists a partition {I1, . . . , Im} of {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
Homg(Vξ(i),
⊗
j∈Ii
Vλ(j)) 6= 0, |ξ(i)A,ri| =
∑
j∈Ii
|λ(j)A,kj |,
for i = 1, . . . , m.
If (Λ,k) > (Ξ, r) are d-nontrivial, we call SΩΞ,r a degeneration of SΩΛ,k. In the case of
m = n− 1, we call SΩΞ,r a simple degeneration of SΩΛ,k.
Theorem 5.14. If SΩΞ,r is a degeneration of SΩΛ,k, then SΩΞ,r is contained in the g-cycle
SΩΛ,k.
Proof. Assuming Theorem 5.8, Theorem 5.14 is proved in a similar way as Theorem 3.6 of
[LMV2]. 
Theorem 5.15. For d-nontrivial (Λ,k), we have
SΩΛ,k =
⊔
(Ξ,r)6(Λ,k),
d-nontrivial (Ξ,r)
SΩΞ,r.
Proof. Theorem 5.15 follows from Theorem 5.14. 
Theorems 5.13 and 5.15 imply that the subsets SΩΛ,k with d-nontrivial (Λ,k) give a stratifi-
cation of SGrd, similar to the glN -stratification of Gr(N, d) and gN -stratification of sGr(N, d)
described in [LMV2]. We call it the g-stratification of SGrd.
An example of g-stratification of SGr11 is given in Appendix B.
Remark 5.16. The group of affine translations acts on Cd[x] by changes of variable. Namely,
for a ∈ C×, b ∈ C, we have a map sending f(x) 7→ f(ax+ b) for all f(x) ∈ Cd[x]. This group
action preserves the self-self-dual Grassmannian SGrd and the g-strata SΩΛ.
5.8. The g-stratification of SGrd and the Wronski map. Let Λ = (λ
(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a se-
quence of dominant integral g-weights and let k = (k1, . . . , kn) be an n-tuple of nonnegative
integers. Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ P˚n.
Recall that λ
(s)
i = 〈λ(s), αˇi〉, i = 1, 2. If X ∈ SΩΛ,k,z, one has
Wr(X) =
n∏
s=1
(x− zs)7(2λ
(s)
1 +λ
(s)
2 +ks).
Define the reduced Wronski mapWr as follows. The map
Wr : SGrd → Gr(1, d− 6)
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is sendingX ∈ SGrd to C(Wr(X))1/7. The reduced Wronski map is a finite map.
Let m = (m(1), . . . , m(n)) be an unordered sequence of positive integers such that |m| =
d− 7. Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.17. The preimage of Ωm in Gr(1, d − 6) under the reduced Wronski map is a
union of all strata SΩΛ,k in SGrd such that |λ(s)A,ks| = 7m(s), s = 1, . . . , n. 
LetΛ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n)) be a sequence of dominant integral g-weights and k = (k1, . . . , kn) a
sequence of nonnegative integers. Let a be the number of distinct pairs in the set {(λ(s), ks), s =
1, . . . , n}. We can assume that (λ(1), k1), . . . , (λ(a), ka) are all distinct, and let n1, . . . , na be their
multiplicities, n1 + · · · + na = n. Define the symmetry coefficient of (Λ,k) as the product of
multinomial coefficients:
b(Λ,k) =
∏
m
(∑
s=1,...,a, |λ
(s)
A,ks
|=m
ns
)
!∏
s=1,...,a, |λ
(s)
A,ks
|=m
(ns)!
.
Consider a sequence of integers m = (m(1), . . . , m(n)), where 7m(s) = |λ(s)A,ks|. Consider the
stratum Ωm in Gr(1, d− 6), corresponding to polynomials with n distinct roots of multiplicities
m(1), . . . , m(n).
Proposition 5.18. Let (Λ,k) be d-nontrivial. Then the reducedWronski mapWr|SΩΛ,k : SΩΛ,k →
Ωm is a ramified covering of degree b(Λ,k) dim(VΛ)
g.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 5.8, Lemma 5.10, and Proposition 5.17. 
In other words, the g-stratification of SGrd given by Theorems 5.13 and 5.15, is adjacent to
the swallowtail gl1-stratification of Gr(1, d− 6) and the reduced Wronski map.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 5.8
In this section, we recall notation for tg-opers, and then discuss the relation between tg-opers
with prescribed regular singularities and self-self-dual spaces. Then we prove Theorem 5.8 by
using the bijection between joint eigenvalues of the Bethe algebra B and tg-opers described in
[R].
6.1. Lie algebra tg. Let g and h be as in Section 2.1. Let tg = g(tA) be the Langlands dual
Lie algebra of g, then in our case tg ∼= g. A system of simple roots of tg is αˇ1, αˇ2 with the
corresponding coroots α1, α2. A weight λ ∈ h∗ of g can be identified with a coweight of tg. Note
that, under the identification of tg ∼= g, αˇ1 becomes the short root of tg while αˇ2 the long one.
LetE1, E2, α1, α2, F1, F2 be the Chevalley generators of
tg. We fix the isomorphism ι : tg→ g
sending Ei 7→ e3−i, Fi 7→ f3−i and αi 7→ αˇ3−i, i = 1, 2.
One has the Cartan decomposition tg = tn−⊕th⊕tn+. Introduce also the positive and negative
Borel subalgebras tb = th⊕ tn+ and tb− = th⊕ tn−.
Let G be a simple Lie group of type G2, B a Borel subgroup, and N = [B,B] its unipotent
radical, with the corresponding Lie algebras tg ⊃ tb ⊃ tn+. The group G acts on tg by adjoint
action.
Let p−1 = F1 + F2 be the regular nilpotent element. The set p−1 +
tb = {p−1 + b | b ∈ tb} is
invariant under the adjoint action of N . Consider the quotient space (p−1 +
tb)/N and denote
the N -orbit of g ∈ p−1 + tb by [g]tg.
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The action ofW on h = (th)∗ is given by si(µˇ) = µˇ−〈αi, µˇ〉αˇi for µˇ ∈ h. We use the notation
σ · λˇ = σ(λˇ+ ρˇ)− ρˇ, σ ∈ W, λˇ ∈ h,
for the shifted action of the Weyl group on h. Here ρˇ = 5αˇ1 + 3αˇ2.
For a vector space X we denote byM(X) the space of X-valued meromorphic functions on
P1. For a group R we denote by R(M) the group of R-valued meromorphic functions on P1.
Consider a g-weight λ as a tg-coweight, then λ ∈ th. Moreover, note that
λ = (2λ1 + λ2)α1 + (3λ1 + 2λ2)α2,
We use the 7-dimensional irreducible representation pi ◦ ι : tg → End(C7) to write elements
of tg as matrices. In particular, λ is given by
diag(2λ1 + λ2, λ1 + λ2, λ1, 0, −λ1, −λ1 − λ2, −2λ1 − λ2).
6.2. Miura tg-opers. We recall the basic facts about tg-opers, see [F] for more detail.
Fix a global coordinate x on C ⊂ P1. Consider the following subset of differential operators
optg(P
1) = {∂x + p−1 + v | v ∈M(tb)}.
This set is stable under the gauge action of the unipotent subgroup N (M) ⊂ G (M). The space
of tg-opers is defined as the quotient space Optg(P
1) := optg(P
1)/N (M). We denote by [∇]
the class of∇ ∈ optg(P1) in Optg(P1).
We say that∇ = ∂x + p−1 + v ∈ optg(P1) is regular at z ∈ C if v has no pole at z. A tg-oper
[∇] is said to be regular at z ∈ C if there exists f ∈ N (M) such that f−1 · ∇ · f is regular at z.
Let ∇ = ∂x + p−1 + v be a representative of a tg-oper [∇]. Consider ∇ as a G -connection
on the trivial principal bundle p : G × P1 → P1. The connection has singularities at the set
Sing ⊂ C where the function v has poles (and maybe at infinity). Parallel translations with
respect to the connection define the monodromy representation pi1(C \ Sing)→ G . Its image is
called the monodromy group of∇. If the monodromy group of one of the representatives of [∇]
is {I} ⊂ G , we say that [∇] is a monodromy-free tg-oper.
A Miura tg-oper is a differential operator of the form ∇ = ∂x + p−1 + v, where v ∈M(th).
A tg-oper [∇] has regular singularity at z ∈ C, if there exists a representative ∇ of [∇] such
that
(x− z)ρ · ∇ · (x− z)−ρ = ∂x + p−1 +w
x− z ,
where w ∈ M(tb) is regular at z. The residue of [∇] at z is [p−1 + w(z)]tg. We denote the
residue of [∇] at z by resz[∇].
Similarly, a tg-oper [∇] has regular singularity at∞ ∈ P1, if there exists a representative ∇
of [∇] such that
xρ · ∇ · x−ρ = ∂x + p−1 + w˜
x
,
where w˜ ∈M(tb) is regular at∞. The residue of [∇] at∞ is −[p−1 + w˜(∞)]tg. We denote the
residue of [∇] at∞ by res∞[∇].
Lemma 6.1. Any orbit [p−1 + b]tg, b ∈ tb, contains a representative of the form p−1 − ρ− λ for
λ ∈ h∗. For any λ, µ ∈ h∗, we have [p−1 − ρ − λ]tg = [p−1 − ρ − µ]tg if and only if there exists
σ ∈ W such that λ = σ · µ. 
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By an abuse of notation we will write [λ]W for [p−1 − ρ− λ]tg. In particular, if [∇] is regular
at z, then resz[∇] = [0]W .
Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n), λ) be a sequence of n + 1 dominant integral g-weights and let z =
(z1, . . . , zn,∞) ∈ P˚n+1. Let Optg(P1)RSΛ,z denote the set of all tg-opers with at most regular
singularities at points zs and∞ whose residues are given by
reszs[∇] = [λ(s)]W , res∞[∇] = −[λ]W , s = 1, . . . , n,
and which are regular elsewhere. Let Optg(P
1)Λ,z ⊂ Optg(P1)RSΛ,z denote the subset consisting
of those tg-opers which are also monodromy-free.
Lemma 6.2 ([F]). For every g-oper [∇] ∈ Optg(P1)Λ,z, there exists a Miura tg-oper as one of
its representatives. 
Lemma 6.3 ([F]). Let∇ be a Miura tg-oper, then [∇] ∈ Optg(P1)RSΛ,z if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(i) ∇ is of the form
∇ = ∂x + p−1 −
n∑
s=1
σs · λ(s)
x− zs −
m∑
j=1
σ˜j · 0
x− tj
for somem ∈ Z>0, σs ∈ W for s = 1, . . . , n and σ˜j ∈ W , tj ∈ P1 \z for j = 1, . . . , m,
(ii) there exists σ∞ ∈ W such that
n∑
s=1
σs · λ(s) +
m∑
j=1
σ˜j · 0 = σ∞ · λ,
(iii) [∇] is regular at tj for j = 1, . . . , m.

6.3. Miura transformation. Using the representation pi ◦ ι of tg, one can consider a Miura tg-
oper ∇ = ∂x + p−1 + v(x) as a differential operator with coefficients in 7 × 7-matrices. Note
that v(x) has the following matrix form
v(x) = diag(2v1(x)+v2(x), v1(x)+v2(x), v1(x), 0,−v1(x),−v1(x)−v2(x),−2v1(x)−v2(x)),
where vi(x) = 〈v(x), αˇi〉.
In a standard way, we convert the 7 × 7-matrix differential operator ∇ = ∂x + p−1 + v(x) of
order 1 to a scalar linear differential operator of order 7:
L∇ = (∂x − 2v1 − v2)(∂x − v1 − v2)(∂x − v1)∂x(∂x + v1)(∂x + v1 + v2)(∂x + 2v1 + v2). (6.1)
Let u(x) = (u1(x), u2(x), . . . , u7(x)) be a solution of ∇, then L∇u7 = 0. Clearly, different
Miura representatives of [∇] give the same differential operator, we have a well-defined scalar
differential operator L[∇].
The following lemma follows from the definitions.
Lemma 6.4. Suppose∇ is a Miura tg-oper with [∇] ∈ Optg(P1)Λ,z. Then L[∇] is a monodromy-
free scalar differential operator. 
The following lemma describes the singularities of the scalar differential operator L[∇].
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Lemma 6.5. Suppose ∇ is a Miura tg-oper with [∇] ∈ Optg(P1)Λ,z, then L[∇] is a monic
Fuchsian differential operator with singularities at zs, s = 1, . . . , n, and∞ only. The exponents
of L[∇] at zs are given by (4.6) and at∞ by (4.7).
Proof. Note that ∇ satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) in Lemma 6.3. By Lemma 6.1 and Theorem
5.11 in [F], we can assume σs = 1 for given s. The lemma follows directly. 
6.4. Relations with pure self-self-dual spaces. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n), λ) be a sequence of
n+ 1 dominant integral g-weights and let z = (z1, . . . , zn,∞) ∈ P˚n+1.
Choose d large enough so that
k := d− 7−
n∑
s=1
(2λ
(s)
1 + λ
(s)
1 )− (2λ1 + λ2) > 0. (6.2)
Let k = (0, . . . , 0, k). Note that we always have |ΛA,k| = 7(d− 7) and spaces of polynomials in
SΩΛ,k,z (= SΩΛA,k,z) are pure self-self-dual.
Let T = (T1, . . . , T7) be associated with ΛA,k, z, then T7 = 1, T1 = T3 = T4 = T6, and
T2 = T5.
Theorem 6.6. There exists a bijection betweenOptg(P
1)Λ,z and SΩΛ,k,z given by the map [∇] 7→
Ker(T 21 T2 · L[∇] · T−21 T−12 ).
Proof. Given [∇] ∈ Optg(P1)Λ,z, using an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 6.7 in
[LMV2], one shows that Ker(T 21 T2 ·L[∇] · T−21 T−12 ) is a pure self-dual space in ΩΛ,k,z. Note the
special form of L[∇] in (6.1). It follows from Lemma 5.3 thatKer(T
2
1 T2 ·L[∇] ·T−21 T−12 ) is a pure
self-self-dual space.
Conversely, let X ∈ SΩΛ,k,z. With the help of Lemmas 5.6, 6.4, 6.5 and Theorem 4.1 of
[MV2], one can construct a tg-oper [∇X ] ∈ Optg(P1)Λ,z in a similar way as in the proof of
Theorem 6.7 of [LMV2]. 
6.5. Proof of Theorem 5.8. Let Λ = (λ(1), . . . , λ(n), λ) be a sequence of dominant integral g-
weights. Consider the g-module VΛ = Vλ(1) ⊗· · ·⊗Vλ(n) ⊗Vλ. It follows from Theorem 3.2 and
Corollary 3.3 of [R] that there exists a bijection between joint eigenvalues of the Bethe algebra
B on (Vλ(1)(z1)⊗ · · · ⊗ Vλ(n)(zn))singλ and the tg-opers in Optg(P1)Λ,z.
Proof of Theorem 5.8. In the setup of Theorem 5.8, k given by (6.2) is zero.
If v is a Bethe vector in (VΛ,z)
g, then Ker(T 21 T2 · Dv · T−21 T−12 ) ∈ SΩΛ,z by Lemma 5.4 and
Proposition 4.5. The Bethe ansatz for (
⊗m
s=1 Vω2(z˜s))
sing is complete for generic (z˜1, . . . , z˜m) by
Theorem 4.10. Any finite-dimensional irreducible g-module is a submodule in a tensor power
of Vω2 . The self-self-dual Grassmannian SGrd is a closed set. Therefore, using Lemma 4.6, we
deduce that Ker(T 21 T2 · Dv · T−21 T−12 ) ∈ SΩΛ,z holds in general.
The second statement follows from Lemma 3.2, Theorem 6.6, and Corollary 3.3 of [R]. 
APPENDIX A. THE FORMULA FOR SOLUTIONS
In this section, we give explicit formulas for the solutions of the Bethe ansatz equation associ-
ated to data Λ = (λ, ω2), z = (0, 1) and admissible li, i = 0, 1, . . . , 6, see (4.9).
We use yli = (y
(i)
1 , y
(i)
2 ) to represent the solution of the Bethe ansatz equation associated to
Λ, z, li.
The case of i = 0. This case is trivial. We have yl0 = (1, 1).
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The case of i = 1. We have
y
(1)
1 = 1, y
(1)
2 = x−
λ2
λ2 + 1
.
The case of i = 2. We have
y
(2)
1 = x−
λ1(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)
(λ1 + 1)(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)
,
y
(2)
2 = x−
3λ1 + λ2 + 3
3λ1 + λ2 + 4
.
The case of i = 3. We have
y
(3)
1 = x−
(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
(3λ1 + λ2 + 5)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 6)
,
y
(3)
2 = x
2−2(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 5λ2 + 3λ1λ2 + λ
2
2 + 6)
(λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + λ2 + 5)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 6)
x
+
λ2(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
2
(λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + λ2 + 5)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 6)2
.
The case of i = 4. We have
y
(4)
1 = x−
(λ1 + λ2 + 1)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
(λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
,
y
(4)
2 =x
3 − 3(λ1 + λ2 + 1)(3λ1λ2 + 2λ
2
2 − 2λ1 + 3λ2 − 2)
λ2(λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
x2
+
3(λ2 − 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 1)2(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)(3λ1λ2 + 2λ22 + 2λ1 + 6λ2 + 4)
λ2(λ2 + 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 2)2(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)2
x
− (λ2 − 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 1)
3(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
2
(λ2 + 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 2)3(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)2
.
The case of i = 5. We have
y
(5)
1 =x
2 − 2(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ
2
1 + 2λ1λ2 + 6λ1 + λ2 + 3)
(λ1 + 1)(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
x
+
λ1(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)
2(3λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
(λ1 + 1)(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)2(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
,
y
(5)
2 = x
3 − 3(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)(9λ
2
1 + 9λ1λ2 + 2λ
2
2 + 20λ1 + 9λ2 + 11)
(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
x2
+
3(3λ1 + λ2 + 2)(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)
2(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)(9λ
2
1 + 9λ1λ2 + 2λ
2
2 + 25λ1 + 12λ2 + 18)
(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)2(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)2
x
− (2λ1 + λ2 + 2)
3(3λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
2
(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)3(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)2
.
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The case of i = 6. We have
y
(6)
1 = x
2 − 2(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 3)(3λ
2
1 + 4λ1λ2 + λ
2
2 + 8λ1 + 5λ2 + 6)
(λ1 + λ2 + 2)(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
x
+
(λ1 + λ2 + 1)(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)
2(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 3)
(λ1 + λ2 + 2)(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)2(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
.
y
(6)
2 = x
4 −
(
9λ41(4λ2 + 3) + 3λ
3
1
(
30λ22 + 78λ2 + 47
)
+ λ21
(
80λ32 + 372λ
2
2 + 562λ2 + 270
)
+ λ1
(
30λ42 + 208λ
3
2 + 528λ
2
2 + 578λ2 + 228
)
+ 2(λ2 + 2)
2
(
2λ32 + 11λ
2
2 + 18λ2 + 9
) )
× 2x
3
(λ2 + 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 2)(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)
+
(
27λ51(1 + 2λ2) + 3λ
4
1(70 + 147λ2 + 57λ
2
2) + 3λ
3
1(215 + 493λ2 + 333λ
2
2 + 70λ
3
2)
+ 2(2 + λ2)
2(27 + 60λ2 + 47λ
2
2 + 16λ
3
2 + 2λ
4
2) + λ
2
1(978 + 2498λ2 + 2263λ
2
2 + 880λ
3
2 + 125λ
4
2)
+ 2λ1(366 + 1049λ2 + 1165λ
2
2 + 634λ
3
2 + 170λ
4
2 + 18λ
5
2)
)
× 6(1 + λ1 + λ2)(2 + 2λ1 + λ2)(3 + 3λ1 + 2λ2)x
2
(λ2 + 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 2)2(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)2(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 4)2(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)
−
(
3λ31(1 + 4λ2) + 2(2 + λ2)
2(3 + 4λ2 + λ
2
2) + 2λ
2
1(9 + 28λ2 + 11λ
2
2) + 2λ1(18 + 47λ2 + 31λ
2
2 + 6λ
3
2)
)
× 2(1 + λ1 + λ2)
2(2 + 2λ1 + λ2)
2(3 + 3λ1 + 2λ2)
2x
(1 + λ2)(2 + λ1 + λ2)3(3 + 2λ1 + λ2)3(4 + 3λ1 + λ2)(4 + 3λ1 + 2λ2)(5 + 3λ1 + 2λ2)
+
λ2(λ1 + λ2 + 1)
3(2λ1 + λ2 + 2)
3(3λ1 + λ2 + 3)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 3)
2
(λ2 + 1)(λ1 + λ2 + 2)3(2λ1 + λ2 + 3)3(3λ1 + λ2 + 4)(3λ1 + 2λ2 + 5)2
.
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APPENDIX B. AN EXAMPLE OF g-STRATIFICATION OF SGr11
Example B.1. The following picture gives an example of the g-stratification of SGr11. Here we simply write ((λ
(1))k1 , . . . , (λ
(n))kn)
for SΩΛ,k. We also simply write λ
(s) for (λ(s))0. For instance, ((0, 1)1, (0, 1)) represents SΩΛ,k where Λ = (ω2, ω2) and k = (1, 0).
The arrows represent simple degenerations.
((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1)) ((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 0)1) ((0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 0)1, (0, 0)1) ((0, 0)1, (0, 0)1, (0, 0)1, (0, 0)1)
((1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 1)) ((0, 1)1, (0, 1), (0, 1)) ((0, 0)2, (0, 1), (0, 1))((0, 2), (0, 1), (0, 1)) ((0, 1)1, (0, 1), (0, 0)1) ((0, 0)2, (0, 0)1, (0, 0)1)
((1, 0), (1, 0))((0, 2), (0, 2)) ((0, 1)2, (0, 1)) ((0, 1)1, (0, 1)1) ((0, 0)2, (0, 0)2) ((0, 0)3, (0, 0)1)
((0, 0)4)
Example B.1
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